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BASIC PRODUCT INFORMATION  
It is a good preventative maintenance for water authorities to make sure valves are not rusted in position. 
Reed valve operator tools provide a portable and economical way to exercise valves.  
 
The VOKU700PD (#05290) and VOKU700APD (#05292) Valve Operators are kits that include a power 
drive, clutch, and valve key.  The VOKCNT (#05291) digital counter accessory can be added to count the 
number of revolutions.  Valve Operators are used to provide power to valve exercising.  The 700PD power 
drive uses electricity to supply power to drive the clutch while the 700APD power drive uses compressed air 
to supply power to drive the clutch.  The standard VOKUCLUTCH  is set at 150 ft-lbs of torque and 
disengages when the torque exceeds the preset value.  The VOKUCLUTCH accepts 1” square shafts.  The 
included valve key extends from 4’ to 9’ with a recommended operation at chest height.   
NOTE: The #05287 features an adjustable torque option.  For full details on the process, refer to Reed 
Technical Bulletin #55277. 
 
05290 Valve Operator Kit includes: 

Catalog No. Item Code Description 

VOKUCLUTCH 05287 Clutch – fits power drives for 
REED R12+ or RIDGID® 12R 
dropheads 

700PD 05271 700PD Electric Power Drive 
VKEPY 92339 Lower Shaft + 2” Key 
VKIFEXTS 92358 Valve Key Extension 

 
05292 Valve Operator Kit includes: 

Catalog No. Item Code Description 

VOKUCLUTCH 05287 Clutch – fits power drives for 
REED R12+ or RIDGID® 12R 
dropheads 

700APD 05261 700APD Pneumatic Power Drive 
VKEPY 92339 Lower Shaft + 2” Key 
VKIFEXTS 92358 Valve Key Extension 

 
 
MARKETS, USERS 
Used by water utility workers and contractors who need to operate valves for preventive maintenance.  
Additionally, individuals working alone can isolate a leak when one needs to shut multiple valves.  Small 
and/or rural water municipalities will be interested since they often cannot afford truck mount units.  Water 
plants are a target since they cannot get a truck mount unit close to the valves in most cases.  Contractors will 
use the Clutch and Digital Counter (available separately) with their own power drive. 

Valve Operators 
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The power drive itself can also be used for threading in shops.  In the case of the 700PD it can also serve as 
the power drive for drilling and tapping operations.  See the “Power Tapping/Drilling BPI” for further details.   

 
SPECIFICATIONS 
• Clutch contains a socket for accepting 1” square shafts.  
• Valve Key and extensions are designed to withstand torques in excess of 150 ft-lbs. 
 
SELLING POINTS 
• One man operation, compact, easily transported. 
• Truck does not need to be in close proximity to valve. 
• Inexpensive when compared to other options. 
• Time-saver compared to manual work. 
• Dual use as the Reed power drive can be used to operate drilling/tapping machines and for threading 

applications. 
• The VOKUCLUTCH clutch fits into power drives that use the Reed R12+ or Ridgid® 12R dropheads and  

features an adjustable torque option .  
• The VOKCNT digital counter counts revolutions in both directions. 
• For those who already have a power drive, the VOKUCLUTCH clutch and the proper valve keys can be 

purchased separately. 

COMPETITION 
Wheeler Rex, Mueller, and Wachs are the main competition. Hurco Technologies Inc. offers the Spin 
Doctor™ valve and hydrant exerciser is a much more powerful unit, but it is not a direct cross to the Reed 
VOK model.  But, Spin Doctor certainly is top-of-the-line as far as these tools go. Wachs® is the brand 
known for making valve exercisers. Their top-of-the-line units are significantly larger than the Reed models – 
some Wachs models even mount onto the back of utility trucks and stretch out on an arm.  These Wachs units 
are costly, but advantages of the Wachs units include a data collection option for laptops to keep valve records 
and also heavier-duty construction. Reed’s method of valve operation/exercising employs a power drive and 
clutch system.  This allows us to keep our cost lower than competitive, strictly valve exercising equipment 
offered by other manufacturers. 
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